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Children’s health is, to a large extent, a function of their environment. Infectious agents remain the leading cause of death and disability in the world. In contrast, many of the new morbidities—asthma, intellectual impairments, behavioural problems, and cancer—are linked with industrial pollutants or other environmental influences. Our understanding of the risk factors for many diseases is incomplete, but it is widely recognised that disability and death result largely from interactions of environmental factors, broadly defined, and host susceptibility.1–3

BACKGROUND

Infectious agents remain the leading cause of death and disability in the world. In contrast, many of the new morbidities—asthma, intellectual impairments, behavioural problems, and cancer—are linked with non-infectious, environmental agents, or influences.4 A century ago, the consequences of children’s exposure to toxins, or more correctly toxicants, was poorly understood. In many cases, the effects of environmental toxicants were not detected until they accumulated in the human body in sufficient quantities to cause overt poisoning. Thus, most toxicants were only identified after widespread environmental contamination led to outbreaks of clinical poisonings in children.5

Today, it is known that serious health consequences occur not only from heavy exposure, but from low level, chronic exposures to environmental toxicants. Children’s exposures to toxicants and the adverse consequences of environmental contaminants are often insidious. Many of these toxicants are widely dispersed in the environment and can readily be found in the blood, body fluids, or tissues of children and pregnant women.6 Although the impairments are often subtle for an individual child, the damage can be substantial at the population level, especially when an exposure is prevalent.7 Unfortunately, exposures to putative causative agents are often hard to fully characterise because of difficulty in accurately quantifying exposure, estimating the timing of exposure, and measuring the effect of environmental toxicants.8

OBSTACLES FOR STUDYING ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICANTS

Studying the adverse human effects of chronic, low level exposures to environmental toxicants is difficult. There is substantial inter-individual variability in the uptake and effects of toxicants on the fetus and children due to genetic susceptibility, metabolic variation, and nutritional status.6 Environmental toxicants tend to cause non-specific deficits or alterations. In contrast with clinical therapeutics, the study of environmental toxicants has relied almost entirely on observational studies and experimental animal models. Finally, it is difficult to distinguish the adverse effects of toxicants from many other social influences because impoverished children are usually more heavily exposed to environmental toxicants. Increasingly, however, researchers are using biological markers to directly measure the actual levels of suspected environmental chemicals in human tissues and fluids, and link these exposures with disability or disease.5 6 10 11

BIOMARKERS

Biomarkers are not new to paediatricians. Paediatricians are quite familiar with using some biomarkers, such as viral serology, to diagnose or treat infections. In contrast, we are less familiar with using biomarkers to identify or quantify children’s exposures to environmental influences or industrial pollutants. Biomarkers for environmental toxicants are increasingly being used in paediatric research and practice. Still, despite tremendous promise, there is considerable work needed to make biomarkers of environmental toxicants useful in the clinical setting. Indeed, even though biomarkers are critical to quantify the risk of disease and disability in population based studies, they may not be useful for individual patients.12

There are three major types of biomarkers: biomarkers to quantify exposure and internal dose; biomarkers of effect; and biomarkers of susceptibility.9 A biomarker of exposure to an exogenous chemical is that chemical, its metabolite(s), or
the product of an interaction between that chemical or metabolite and a target molecule or cell. A biomarker of exposure can be a toxicant (for example, lead or PCBs), a metabolite of the toxicant (for example, cotinine, a metabolite of nicotine), or an early reaction to the toxicant (for example, induction of P450 enzymes and serum anti-IgE antibody to cat allergen). A biomarker of effect is a measurable alteration of an endogenous factor that is shown to be linked with an impairment or disease, such as an increase in serum liver enzymes following exposure to carbon tetrachloride. A biomarker of susceptibility (or resistance) can be an indicator of an inherent or acquired property that
alters the response of exposure to an endogenous agent. For example, individuals who lack glutathione transferases, enzymes that are involved in the detoxification of tobacco, are more susceptible to lung cancer.  

Biomarkers serve numerous functions. In the clinic setting, they can be used to identify whether a child’s symptoms are due to an exposure or ingestion of an allergen or toxicant, such as hypersensitivity to an indoor allergen or pesticide poisoning. Biomarkers can be used to identify subgroups of children who are particular risk for exposures. They can be also used to provide an integrated measure of dose. Children’s blood lead concentration, for example, is a result of cumulative exposure and ingestion of lead contaminated house dust, paint, soil, and water. Biomarkers can be used to conduct surveillance and identify trends in exposures. Biomonitoring has shown that the concentration of brominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE), a flame retardant, has increased in human breast milk. Finally, they can be used to test the efficacy of various prevention efforts. Numerous studies have tested the efficacy of parental smoking cessation education on children’s exposure to environmental tobacco smoke using urine, serum or hair cotinine.

BIOMARKERS IN PEDIATRIC RESEARCH

Technologic advances in biomarkers for infectious agents led to rapid progress in diagnosing and controlling infectious diseases. Similarly, biomarkers will ultimately revolutionise our understanding of environmental causes for many childhood conditions and diseases. The remainder of this review highlights some of the research findings that used biomarkers to improve our understanding and control of environmentally induced disease and disability in children.

FETAL AND CHILDHOOD EXPOSURE TO TOXICANTS

Toxins can cross the placenta and enter the fetus. In the past, the placenta was believed to act as a protective barrier against toxins. But the global epidemic of phocomelia (seal-limb) due to the drug thalidomide was a dire warning that many drugs and toxicants cross the placenta. Indeed, the unborn child is the recipient of lead, carcinogens, tobacco, mercury, persistent pesticides, and other toxicants from their mother. In some cases, such as with mercury exposure, the dose that gets into the fetus is greater than the mother’s dose. The fetus may also be more vulnerable to the effects of the toxicants, such as the neurotoxic effects of methyl mercury and the carcinogenic effects of tobacco smoke exposure.

REPRODUCTIVE TOXICITY

It has long been recognised that heavy exposures of environmental toxicants are associated with adverse reproductive outcomes. Using biomarkers, researchers are finding that low level exposures to prevalent environmental toxicants are linked with adverse reproductive outcomes.

Active smoking during pregnancy is a recognised risk factor for lower birth weight and prematurity. But some women and their children are at greater risk from tobacco exposure. Wang and co-workers showed, for example, that among pregnant women who actively used tobacco, only children who were exposed to active tobacco use and who had GSTT1-null (a biomarker of susceptibility) were at increased risk for lower birth weight and preterm birth. Indeed, previous estimates of risk were averaged out over both susceptible and resistant populations. Our ability to identify susceptible individuals allows us to more accurately quantify the risk of tobacco exposure and other toxicants for pregnant women and children.

Biological MATRICES

Biomarkers can be measured in a variety of tissues and body fluids, or matrices. Biomarkers are routinely measured in blood or serum, saliva, urine, hair, and breast milk. Lead has been measured in bone, using x ray fluorescence, and in shed deciduous teeth. Numerous biomarkers of exposure, including cocaine, lead, pesticides, alcohol metabolites, and tobacco are being measured in meconium to quantify fetal exposure to various toxicants. Still, many of these biomarkers have not been validated for assessing exposure or their ability to predict disability or disease.

Establishing the optimal matrix is based on a variety of considerations. The absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of an exogenous substance influences what tissues or body fluids should be used to measure biomarkers. For example, persistent chemicals are more readily measured in blood whereas non-persistent chemicals are often easier to measure in urine. Lipophilic substances are readily found in breast milk. The magnitude, frequency, and duration of exposure also influence what tissues should be used to measure biomarkers. Indeed, the variability of environmental chemicals in biological samples may require multiple sampling to characterise exposures. In contrast with blood, urine, and saliva, hair offers a longer term measure of exposure (approx. 1 cm of hair is equivalent to one month of exposure) for toxicants with a short half-life, such as tobacco or organophosphate insecticides. Hair has been used to quantify exposure to cotinine and mercury. Meconium offers several potential benefits as a cumulative measure of fetal exposure: it can be collected non-invasively, provides a direct measure of what enters the fetal compartment, and can be used to quantify numerous toxicants. Finally, the burden to the patient or research subject is an important consideration; if an invasive procedure, such as amniocentesis, is necessary to collect a specimen, it will obviously not be useful for routine screening tests or large epidemiological studies. The ultimate validity of a biomarker is the extent to which it can predict disease occurrence.

DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY

Lead toxicity

The developing brain is especially vulnerable to some environmental toxicants. Environmental neurotoxicants have been linked with learning disabilities and behavioural
Figure 2  Gene-environment interactions of prenatal exposure to environmental tobacco smoke for persistent asthma, hyperactivity-impulsivity behaviours, and low birth weight and various genetic polymorphisms illustrate biomarkers of susceptibility.
problems in children. In 1979, Needleman and his co-workers found that children with higher dentine (tooth) lead concentrations were more likely to be rated unfavourably by teachers on the dimensions of distractibility, organisational ability, dependence, impulsivity, daydreaming, and ability to follow directions. In a follow up study, they reported that children with higher dentine lead levels were found to have lower reading scores, lower class rank, and increased absenteeism in adolescence. Children in the higher lead group were 5.8 times more likely to have a reading disability and 7.4 times more likely to drop out of school than children in the lower group. In another prospective cohort study, childhood lead exposure was found to be a predictor of delinquent behaviours in adolescence.

The use of biomarkers is increasingly important for examining low level exposures to environmental toxicants. There is emerging evidence that lead associated intellectual deficits occur at blood levels below 10 μg/dl, the action level set by the World Health Organisation. Previous studies estimated that there was a 2.5–3 point IQ decrement linked with an increase in blood lead from 10 μg/dl to 20 μg/dl. More recently, using whole blood lead, an increase in children’s lifetime mean blood lead level from <1 to 10 μg/dl was associated with a 7.4 point IQ deficit. Moreover, the lead associated IQ decrement was greater for a given exposure at blood lead levels below 10 μg/dl. Not only did these studies rely on blood lead as a biomarker, they required a high degree of analytical precision at low levels of exposure.

**Methyl mercury**

Methyl (organic) mercury is almost completely absorbed when ingested; it crosses the placenta easily and is stored by the fetus. At high doses, fetal exposure can result in widespread developmental damage, such as mental retardation, spastic paralysis, and death. At lower doses, exposure has been linked with deficits in neuromotor performance, cognition, memory, and language in some, but not other studies. One reason proposed for these differences is that some studies used hair as the biological matrix whereas others used cord blood.

**Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)**

Extremely high PCB exposure during fetal development causes low birth weight, dark pigmentation of the skin, early eruption of teeth, acneform rash, and death. Low level fetal exposure to PCBs has been associated with weak reflexes, poorer visual recognition memory, delayed motor development, poor memory functioning, and diminished information processing abilities. Using cord blood or maternal breast milk, investigators have found that prenatal PCB exposure was associated with deficits in intelligence, memory, and attention.

**Tobacco exposure**

Prenatal tobacco exposure is a risk factor for behavioural problems, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and lowered intellectual ability. In one study, Wakschlag found that mothers who smoked during pregnancy were four times more likely to have a child with a conduct disorder. Kahn and his colleagues found that only children who were exposed in utero to tobacco and who had dopamine transporter (DAT +/+ ) were at increased risk for features consistent with ADHD and oppositional behaviours. At exceedingly low levels of exposure to ETS—levels that were, until fairly recently, below the level of detection—Yolton and co-workers found that postnatal exposure to ETS was associated with lower reading scores. Moreover, the decrements in reading scores were, for a given increment in exposure, greater at lower serum cotinine levels.

**Ethanol**

Ethanol, the alcohol in alcoholic beverages, readily crosses the placenta and causes harm to the fetus. At high doses, alcohol consumption causes fetal alcohol syndrome. However, the effects of low doses are increasingly being recognised, with 1% of all newborns estimated to exhibit some prenatal alcohol damage. But it is difficult to quantify alcohol intake during pregnancy. In the future, biomarkers of prenatal ethanol exposure, fatty acid ethyl esters in meconium and hair, may improve the quantification of maternal drinking and any effects at lower levels.

**PULMONARY TOXICITY**

**Asthma**

Asthma is one of the most prevalent and disabling disease of children. The prevalence of asthma has increased considerably during the last two decades, for reasons that are largely unexplained. Using serum cotinine, over 150 000 cases of asthma in preschool children were attributed to ETS exposure. The increased prevalence of asthma cannot, however, be explained by an increase in ETS exposure. Indeed, studies from both England and the USA show dramatic reductions in children’s cotinine levels. There is also substantial evidence, using skin test hypersensitivity (a biomarker of effect) and serum cotinine that links exposures to indoor pollutants with childhood asthma. It was estimated that over 40% of doctor diagnosed asthma can be attributed to housing exposures, including indoor allergens and ETS. But not all children are equally susceptible to specific respiratory toxicants. Gilliland and co-workers have shown that only children who were exposed in utero to tobacco and who had GSTM1 null were at increased risk for persistent asthma and wheezing (Fig 2).

**RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS**

Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke is a well established risk factor for respiratory infections. Still, most studies relied on parent reported exposure to ETS. In a striking illustration of the potential value of biomarkers, Nuesslein and co-workers found that the amount of cotinine in meconium, a cumulative biomarker of in utero exposure during the second and third trimester of pregnancy, was a predictor of upper (OR = 12.5) and lower respiratory tract infections (OR = 4.9) during infancy. In contrast, neither the maternal report of active smoking or passive exposure to tobacco smoke was risk factors for respiratory infections in infancy in adjusted logistic regression analyses that included meconium cotinine.

**CARCINOCENICITY**

There is some evidence that children are susceptible to the carcinogenic effects from environmental tobacco smoke. Young children have significantly higher concentrations of serum cotinine and 1-hydroxypyrene (a biomarker for PAH exposures from industrial emissions, automobile exhaust, and tobacco smoke) than non-smoking adults. The higher levels of biomarkers in children could be due to differences in metabolism or increased respiratory rates. But young children may also ingest nicotine contaminated house dust.

Although the fetus is exposed to significantly lower levels of PAH, the level of DNA damage in the fetus (measured using DNA adducts in cord blood) is 10-fold higher than expected. DNA adducts in WBCs have been shown, in a prospective study of adults, to be associated with an increased risk for developing lung cancer. Still, the evidence linking ETS exposure in childhood as a risk factor for lung cancer in adulthood is mixed. The failure to show an effect may be due to resiliency of children (that is, diminished risk
from remote exposure) or failure to examine susceptible children; several studies in adults have shown that individuals who are unable to detoxify or rapidly metabolise tobacco products are at an increased risk for lung cancer.66

BIOMARKERS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
It is often difficult for a parent or a paediatrician to accurately assess their child’s exposure to toxicants; indeed, children’s exposures to pollutants and other environmental influences are often insidious. For some influences, such as tobacco exposure, parents often have a good idea about their child’s exposure. For other toxicants, such as lead, we are heavily dependent on using biomarkers to assess a child’s exposure, diagnose a condition, and ascertain the need for therapy. Biomarkers are not yet established for many toxicants.12–17 Even with established biomarkers, it is not always clear which biological matrix should be used. For children, urine and serum cotinine are the gold standard for measuring ETS exposure, but hair cotinine or hair nicotine may offer a longer term measure of exposure that is more predictive of certain outcomes. Whole blood is the accepted matrix for measuring environmental lead exposure in children. Fetal exposure has typically been measured using maternal whole blood or umbilical cord blood. But these methods may not be the best indicator of the dose that reaches the fetus or of cumulative fetal exposure. Some scientists are using maternal plasma lead and bone lead as a measure of fetal exposure.44 Meconium and maternal hair have been used as biological matrices for alcohol, cocaine, and ETS, and they hold promise as non-invasive biomarkers to test for exposure to numerous toxicants during fetal development.22–24 Still, it is unknown whether conventional biological matrices, hair, or meconium are more predictive of the adverse effects from fetal exposures to specific toxicants.

SCREENING FOR LEAD TOXICITY
Numerous challenges remain after a biomarker is established for an environmental toxicant, such as lead. In the United States, the vast majority of paediatricians recognise lead as a toxicant, but less than half screen children’s blood for excessive exposure to lead.70 There are numerous reasons for paediatricians’ paradoxical behaviour. First, few children are identified as having an “elevated” blood lead level in some clinics or communities.71 Even when there is an established biomarker for a confirmed toxicant, there is a need to conduct targeted screening and confirm that using the test identifies children who are at risk. Second, venipuncture is an inexpensive and routine test, but many paediatric clinics do not have a phlebotomist. Finally, uncertainties about the safety and efficacy of lead hazard controls or educational interventions may inhibit paediatricians from routinely screening children for lead toxicity.72

REDUCING CHILDREN’S EXPOSURE TO ETS
Biomarkers have been essential to test efforts to reduce children’s ETS exposure. Physicians routinely ask parents to stop smoking. Unfortunately, smoking cessation was no more successful if parents were provided with a physician’s feedback of the cotinine levels in their child’s urine or given specific information regarding the risks to their child’s health.89 In the absence of cessation, we often counsel parents to smoke outdoors. Until recently, however, it was unknown if this led to a significant reduction in children’s exposure to ETS. Indeed, smoking outdoors only appears to reduce children’s exposure to tobacco smoke, as measured using cotinine, if the restrictions are absolute and tobacco use is banned entirely from the home.73,74 It is therefore not clear that screening children for an elevated cotinine level would be useful for the management of children with asthma or other tobacco related diseases.

CONCLUSIONS
Over the past century, increasing evidence has emerged linking chronic, low level exposure to environmental influences and industrial toxicants with many of the “new morbidities of childhood”, including intellectual deficits, lowered birth weight, prematurity, and behavioural problems, such as ADHD, delinquency, and asthma. Ultimately, the aetiology and prevention of human disease can only be established in the context of both genetic susceptibility and environmental factors. Indeed, the contribution of genetic factors may only become evident once environmental exposures are taken into account. Similarly, the risks associated with exposure to an environmental agent may only be evident when susceptible children are examined. Paediatricians are increasingly asked by parents for advice about how to prevent, control, or treat an array of conditions linked with environmental exposures. If paediatricians aim to maintain their orientation to prevention, they will need to play a larger role in identifying and controlling children’s exposure to environmental agents. In the future, biomarkers will offer increasing opportunities to investigate, prevent, diagnose, and treat environmentally induced diseases and disabilities in children.
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